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U. of I. Pleads to Become Branch of Southern

**Grave Ceremony Is PLENTY DEAD!**

By Grandad!
Miss Margie Baker, who right now is named Sweetheart of W. F. Y., is Blackout queen at annual Grave-Digging Ceremony.

Dressed in a long, flowing, light-colored, shadowy gown, swinging gently from the shoulders, Miss Margie was the very picture of melancholy. At the height of the ceremony, Mr. Morgan, head of the D.M. Ladies, moved into a D.M. Dress, walking as gracefully as a water nymph as the famous speech: "Lament of the Dead" was sung. She joined her in a beautiful dirge.

After the entertaining number, Miss Margie, who is a newly-engaged lineman, "I'm not going to be buried until I'm changed into a new burial chamber"—and that, Mr. Morgan, I have no doubt about your future.

Girls Rally Goes In for Male Sex

A sudden change in the policy of the girls has been made at the regular meeting of the girls' committee last night. The members of the committee, in conjunction with the program committee, decided that as long as they're supposed to be coming, they might as well go as well after something worthwhile. Now, if it's just three girls, but the girls will also attend the boys' meetings that the committee has arranged for them. President Beth Ludwig, president of the program committee, has arranged with the organizing committee for the programme. Miss Ludwig says, "We feel that the girls are entitled to a programme, and now our organization will fit the programme we have. For too long, we have been unable to do so with the programme we have."

The prize foil serves as a reminder that the enrollment of the club will increase 100 per cent.

**MITCHUM IS GUEST OF INDEPENDENT AND GREEK SMOKER, YOU FOOL!**

**A JOINT BOX SOCIAL was held March 30th by the Greeks and the Independents. The affair was also attended by the ladies' friends and guests. The guests included the students from the surrounding area. The social was held at the Civic Center. The affair was also attended by the ladies' friends and guests. The guests included the students from the surrounding area. The social was held at the Civic Center.**

**KAY ELLIS WAY**

One of his works, which was done in the art studio of the second floor of Old Main, and which has been a success since its completion, has been the painting of the mural in the studio. The mural is a picture of a boy in a dress suit. The painting is a picture of a boy in a dress suit. The painting is a picture of a boy in a dress suit. The painting is a picture of a boy in a dress suit.

**FREE BEER TAKES THE PLACE OF GAS IN CHEMISTRY LABS**

The University has taken its place in the educational world by the free distribution of beer in the chemistry laboratories. The policy was adopted with the approval of the administration and has been met with gratification by the students. The beer is supplied by the University and is to be used for educational purposes only. All chemistry students are required to appear at least once a week and may use the beer as they see fit. The students who use the beer are required to sign a card stating that they will use the beer in a proper manner.

**Trenier Is Hung In Art Gallery**

Excellent Prances Trenier, noted representative painter, visited a local art gallery last week and was so impressed with the display of portraits as possible. Trenier, who is a young artist, is known for his fine work. He is now at work on a picture that he believes will be a great success. Trenier has been in the art world for a number of years and has been recognized as a great talent.

**ILLINOIS STUDENTS MARCH IN PARADE; HOPE TO OPERATE UNDER TEACHERS' COLLEGE BOARD**

A mob of 10,000 University of Illinois students, alumni, and faculty members staged perhaps the biggest demonstration ever seen on campus when they marched to the Teachers' College building on Wednesday afternoon. The demonstration was held in response to an announcement that the Board of Trustees had voted to establish a Teachers' College.

The students, who marched in a parade, were led by a band. The parade was accompanied by a large crowd of students who marched in the opposite direction. The students sang songs and chanted slogans as they marched.

**ALL STUDENTS WILL RECEIVE FREE BEER**

A refund of forty-seven dollars and fifteen cents was paid to all students who marched in the parade. The refund was paid by the University.
Southern Atmosphere
By Haery Backen

We understand that since Southern received a grant of $75,000,000, several new installations are scheduled for Autumn. We have been asked to group the list on the grounds-keeping at the side of Antonio House, which will take place next week. At this spot, an entire new section will be constructed in order to relieve crowded conditions else where in the quadrangle.

The new structure will incorporate all conveniences and convenience of modern architecture. It will be constructed in a form known as the "Racquetelli" arch. This type of arch is basically that of the better known "arch". Nor, position of courts, Maecenas will grow on the outside of the arch. Inside, the walls will be lined with near walls of air-cushion. It will be constructed in such a way as to be open in the summer, and have air-conditioning for winter months.

Among other structures scheduled for completion soon are the new student union building, which will be built at the Waldorf Astoria of New York, and several new dormitories. Room and board at the dorms will average $16 per week.特立元に900 square feet of floor space for each student in the room.

The mot is out this week to Henry Frances Tender, French artist, who is visiting the campus. We are relieved to hear that he will soon depart for his native France. To use the President's "bon voyage".

``Have you heard? Station-WSC and WOC, has turned national broadcasting network to join their new 24-hour-a-day broadcast on a coast-to-coast hook-up daily.

Dean Whiskey has announced that there will be no more waiting in line to see him about probation, for requirements for probation have been lowered to where a student must have a 2.0 average before he is put on probation.

Famous last words: "I gotta go!"

Freshmen Is Taken In Housing Deal
Housemother Polishes Up Brass
Knocks As Contract Is Signed

By Hairy Backen

The week went on mid-dine and about, and when they shows anew. There are also a new side. The new side will be wide, say Danger Dragon McGoo.

And break the corner the jet is playing. Big! Big! Big!

For it will in the stable and was crushing the life out of the widow with an Attorney.

And sipping a cup of that jet black stuff, as if he had a bottle in his hand.

We had to admit for whom Dan had stolen the pony, the widow for whom Dan had stolen her shoe.

She laughed when he lit up a long cigarette, the etched tilted the air a dull blue. The whole crowd was waiting to hear that glad máy deal for the Sophomore house.

W. W. Collegian

Letters to The Editor

Dear Mr. Editor:
I have a problem. Last week when I bought ten red ones, I got eight red ones, six black ones, fifteen white ones, and two yellow ones. The given ones making a total of 52 jelly beans. This week when I bought ten more, I got eight red ones, twenty black ones, six white ones, nine yellow ones, and one gray one. This was 75. Do you think I was cheated because I got 15 less jelly beans and 10 less this time? Do you think I should file a suit?

Dear Troubled:
As all men, do not file your suit. I’d like to hear it, especially if you have a good story.

Editor and Director
We just want you to know that we...
As Penelope swiftly backed into Lui; Eomer said, "You can't get around me, can you! It is fault!"

"Oh," beamed Nellie, "I'm so glad you're here! We were just thinking about you!"

"And me too," replied Nell. "But I had to come see you."

"You know, you're really the only person I could have trusted," beamed Nellie, "You have such a way with words!"

"I've always thought that," said Penelope. "But I didn't know it was that way."
The Theatre on 5bUespelire's "Macbeth":

The opening night of Shakespeare's "Macbeth" was one of the most anticipated events of the season. The audience was captivated by the powerful performances of the actors, who brought the characters to life with great skill. The production was well-received, and many were left breathless by the portrayal of the characters, especially Macbeth and Lady Macbeth.

Theatre on 5bUespelire's "Macbeth" was directed by Prof. Little, and the cast included seasoned performers and talented newcomers. The production was supported by a dedicated team of technicians and designers, who worked tirelessly to bring the vision of the production to life.

The audience was enthralled by the dramatic tension and emotional depth of the performance, which was enhanced by the use of lighting, sound, and stagecraft. The production was a testament to the power of live theatre and the timeless appeal of Shakespeare's masterwork.

Theatre on 5bUespelire's "Macbeth" was a profound and moving experience, one that will be remembered for years to come. The production was a credit to the Theatre on 5bUespelire and a testament to the talent and dedication of the cast and crew.